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 “ There is shock in recognizing that it is possible, perhaps morally obligatory, to care about 

these others. It is as if one suddenly realizes that sitting in the next room is a family member 

whom one has somehow forgotten - or, at least, forgotten to love. Such moments are powerful. 

They bring about change at the level of basic attitudes - a person's consciousness is raised. He 

or she becomes, in the movement's term, an "animal person." - Kenneth Shapiro 

 

Introduction 

 

Participants in spoken interaction are not restricted to rigid roles of turn taking of either listener 

or speaker but rather as Clayman (1992:165), summarising Goffman notes, “the roles of 

speaking and hearing can be broken down [...] into more specific interactional ‘footings’”. A 

change in footing, according to Goffman (1981:128) manifests in a shift of alignment to, or 

reception of, a participant’s utterance. A change in footing is “another way of talking about a 

change in our frames for events” (Ibid, in Tannen and Wallat, 1993).  

 

The notion of frames was first introduced from the anthropological and sociological perspective 

by Bateson (1972 in Gordon, 2008: 319) when he observed monkeys playfully nipping at each 

other in a zoo. Bateson conceived that monkeys must signal a ‘play’ frame rather than ‘fight’ by 
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sending what he termed ‘metamessage’. Bateson’s meaning of frames was developed by 

Goffman’s notion of “interactive frames” which concerns what people think they are doing in the 

speech event for example, a joking frame, or a serious frame, and the “alignment” people adopt 

in interaction: what is the activity interactants think they are engaged in, and how do speakers 

mean what they say (Tannen, 1993 p. 60).  

 

Following Tannen and Wallat’s (1993) term shifting or interactive frames, this small-scale paper 

examines frame shifts in interaction in the setting of a Facebook (FB) live feed to provide an 

extended understanding of how a particular form of new counter-discourse animal rights 

activism is achieved. Taking into consideration the visual mode of the data in hand, Kendon 

(1979 in Tannen, 1993, p.  58) who discusses the methodologies of using video recordings in 

social psychological research, urges that ‘context analysis’, both verbal and paralinguistic 

behaviours are “potential resources for communication”. A pertinent aspect for the purposes of 

the data considered in this paper, with one of the participants being a pig whose physical 

interaction with humans will be considered via the videos serving for data. 

 

In this paper I build on the model established in Tannen and Wallat’s work (1993) and extend 

their application of interactive frames to new social media, considering in particular the 

implication of the study both for analysis of human and animal interaction in the context of family 

discourse and the development of animal rights activism by attempting to answer the research 

question: How do Esther’s dads shift footing and frames and negotiate counter-discourse on FB 

live feed in their construction of animal rights activist identity? This analysis represents an 

extension of a growing body of research on frames and counter-discourse.  
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Discourses and the struggle over meaning are characterised by fluidity in which alternative 

representations contest mainstream discourses. Laclau and Mouffe’s (1985, in Macgilchrist, 

2007:75) discourse theory claims that while all discourses compete for hegemonic position, 

complete dominance of one discourse is not possible: more marginal discourses can take over 

more central positions. It will be argued that Esther’s dads construct a counter voice both to the 

current mainstream omnivorous discourse as well as to the prevailing, current animal 

rights/vegan discourse, exemplified by large organisations such as PETA. 

 

To answer the research questions, this paper is structured as follows: Firstly I will discuss the 

background to this study and situate the data within the broader context of animal rights 

discourse. Taking an Interactional Sociolinguistic approach, the key terms that will be used 

throughout are frames, footing, and will be clarified in the following Methodology section. The 

Literature Review will discuss the current debate and approaches to frame analysis from which 

an analysis of the data will follow.  

 

Background  

 

Various theorists have argued that non-violence is the most effective mobilization strategy for 

social movements. As Lyle Munro (2011) claims, for mainstream animal rights (AR) activists 

violence is viewed as counterproductive to a movement that advocates compassion. 

Stereotypes of early animal rights activists as aggressive and militant have led to an increasing 

need for a change in approach. Kenneth Shapiro (1996) argues that the press's conferral of the 

terrorist image on contemporary animal advocates has threatened to discredit the current 
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movement by marginalizing it as extremist, a notion echoed by Munro (ibid) who concedes the 

AR movement is often perceived as extreme and violent. The need to engage in a milder form 

of activism gave rise to the ‘positive radical flank effect’: a phenomenon conceived by Haines 

(1984, in Munro, 2011) describing the effect of moderate campaigners. An example given by 

Munro is of the American Humane Association being a more congenial partner for US Congress 

negotiations than PETA. Additionally, Haines argues that civil rights movements in the USA in 

the 1960s benefitted from the positive radical flank effect when white groups joined forces with 

moderates in order to neutralise the extremists. 

Peter Singer (1998) holds that veg*nism,(the star denoting both vegan and vegetarian) a mild 

form of direct action, is a prerequisite for effective AR activism, a view supported by Munro 

asserting that ‘meat avoidance is for many animal protectionists the single most important thing 

an individual can do for animals.’(2011: 88) Farm Animal Reform Movement (FARM)’s influential 

campaign The Great American Meatout launched in 1985, exemplifies the positive turn in AR 

activism. The campaign to reduce meat consumption focuses on the positive message of the 

veg*n lifestyle rather than on the cruelty issues.  

 

Alongside the various AR campaigns highlighting the cruelty and suffering of farm animals (e.g. 

by organisations such as PETA), increasing numbers of farm animal sanctuaries have been 

established, providing forever-homes for farm animal survivors. For example, Farm Sanctuary in 

Watkins Glen in New York and Woodstock Farm Sanctuary are two pioneers in the US. In the 

UK, Hillside Farm Sanctuary is the biggest and longest serving farm animal sanctuary. With the 

rise of social media, especially FB, many AR organisations are taking to campaigning on these 

platforms and are changing AR activism strategies, enabling an easier, cheaper global reach.  
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One such organisation is Happily Ever Esther Farm Sanctuary (HEEFS) in Ontario, Canada and 

was established when a kind couple, Steve Jenkins and Derek Walter fell in love with one ‘mini’ 

pig. Esther the Wonder Pig as she was later named, was given to Steve by a FB friend under 

the false information that Esther was a mini pig. Steve, a great animal lover and already father 

to four fur-babies, as he refers to them, could not resist helping his friend and adopt another 

daughter into his and Derek’s family. Although he had his suspicion that Esther was no mini-pig, 

Esther quickly left no room for doubt. As she grew, Steve and Derek’s views on animal rights 

and farm animals began to change.Coupled with her size, it was illegal to keep a pet pig in the 

area where Steve and Derek lived and they were faced with a heartbreaking possibility Esther 

might be taken away from them. Unphased by this challenge and armed with supportive 

followers, Steve and Derek raised funds to start HEEFS, where Esther and many other survivors 

would call home.  

 

Esther’s dads (EDs) have over a million followers on FB and four main pages through which 

they conduct their activism, and communicate with their followers and audience: Esther the 

Wonder Pig, HEEFS, Esther’s Army, and Esther’s Kitchen. This paper will discuss the unique 

approach to activism and animal rights discourse exemplified in Esther the Wonder Pig’s 

Facebook live feeds, which occur approximately once a week. EDs’ approach rests on the 

foundation of kindness and positivity, and discussing the ‘dark side’, as they term it, is not their 

focus. Instead, by giving her a voice, EDs promote Esther as an ambassador to farm animals. 

Moreover, it will be argued, EDs practice a secondary counter-discourse. Offering an alternative 

discourse to mainstream meat-eating societies, as well as to organisations such as PETA and 

FARM who highlight the cruelty suffered by animals in industries. By elevating Esther’s status to 
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that of a family member, EDs endeavour to change the way farm animals are perceived and 

lead to changes in lifestyle that favour compassion.  

 

Methodology and Data 

Identity and Discourse 

“Identities arise and are employed in specific situations and serve as major definitional “pegs” 

(Goffman 1963a:57) by which actors make sense of themselves, co-actors, and the situation 

that encompasses and constrains their interactions. In turn, identity is connected to actors’ 

roles, statuses, histories, and group memberships. It establishes a person’s connections to 

others and demonstrates his or her uniqueness from others.” (Sanders, 2003:409). Social roles, 

in turn, are enacted by habitual interactions and discourses which allow interactants to position 

themselves, or highlight different aspects of multiple memberships and cultural features.  

 

Freud, introducing a social element to the notion of identity led Lacan to theorise that 

socialisation and identification is acquired through a system of discourse. Thus, the emergent 

sociolinguistic understanding of intersectionality together with the constructionist approach to 

identity as “a fluid, fragmentary and crucially, constituted in discourse” is the approach this 

paper adheres to.(Benwell and Stokoe, 2007:17).  

 

The use of the term discourse varies according to the discipline in which it is used. (Cameron, 

2001:10). For the purposes of this small-scale research, two definitions of discourse need to be 

considered. The first meaning is discussed by Jane Sunderland (2004:46) who distinguishes 
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between ‘descriptive’ discourses occurring in specific contexts or domain such as classroom 

discourse, courtroom discourse, and ‘interpretive’ discourses referring to ‘how one discourse 

relates to others’ as for example mainstream, dominant, mutually supportive (ibid:47). The 

naming of interpretive discourses reveals the analyst's stance and as such, Sunderland warns, 

discourse identification is not a neutral activity. Approaching the data from an AR advocate and 

ecofeminist perspective, decisions of naming discourses will be acknowledged.  

 

A second meaning of Discourses in the Faircloughian (2003:124) definition are ways of 

representing the aspects of the world, offering different perspectives on knowledge (schemas) 

and social practice. The third sense of discourse carries an ideological meaning in which 

schemas and established institutions play a role, through language, in positioning people into 

‘subject positions’ (Althusser, 1984, in Benwell and Stokoe, 2007:30).  

 

Interactional Sociolinguistics (IS) 

 

IS, the framework used in this paper, is inspired by the social constructionist view of discourse 

as a series of habitual, reinforced social practices in which language is used as a resource for 

participants to actively and creatively reshape their surroundings shaped by macro, pre-existing 

social structures. The approach of IS is in contrast to that of Conversation Analysis which does 

not appeal to external (outside the data) factors in analysis such as participants’ identity or 

beliefs. (Cameron, 2001:88)  

 

The framework of IS holds that participants must rely on ‘extra-communicative knowledge’ 

(Jaspers, 2012:135) to be able to make meaning, and examines how speakers index 
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meaningful contexts. Schemas and scripts are forms of knowledge structures and amount to 

“structures of expectations” (Ross, 1975, in ibid) that interactants bring with them to an 

interaction. These includes interactants’ experiences of the world in a particular culture(s) that 

are used to predict and decode new information and meaning in interaction. Central to IS is the 

notion of contextualization cues (Gumperz, 1982 in Cameron, 2001:109), prosodic features 

such as intonation or pitch changes and style-shifts, co-occuring with nonvocal paralinguistic 

features such as gaze and gestures that convey to the listener how to decode the message. 

Although contextualization can be made explicit by participants, for example in Transcript 2: 

‘Say goodbye Esther pig’, ‘Hi everyone’ (Lines 1-2), IS is interested rather in exploring the subtle 

signalling devices. 

 

Frames 

Introduced by Bateson (1955), frames explain how interactants signal the type of 

communication they wish to transmit in their message. For example, whether a message is 

intended within a joking frame or serious frame.(Hymes, 1974 in Tannen, 1993:18). This is the 

meaning followed by Goffman (1974) who developed the notion that frames are linked to social 

activity, such as listening to a lecture and the role adopted by participants within the activity. 

 

However, Frake (1977 in ibid:19) echoing Bartlett, warns against the static concept of frame. In 

other words, culture and its knowledge schemas are not a fixed resource one is only to tap into, 

but argues for an interactive view of frames which favours examining what interactants are 

doing in interaction. “Culture does not provide a cognitive map, but rather a set of principles for 
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mapmaking…” (ibid, p. 6-7). This view complements the sociolcultural constructionist approach 

that conceptualises identity as co-constructed in interaction. (Cameron, 2001b:161) 

 

Footing 

Goffman’s (1986) term footing denotes another way of talking about a change in frames as “a 

change in the alignment we take up to ourselves and others present as expressed in the way 

we manage the production or reception of an utterance”. Goffman describes footing as the 

ability of the speaker to skillfully maneuver between and maintain various frames in interaction. 

(in Tannen, 1993, p, 58) 

 

Data 

The data was collected and transcribed from four Esther the Wonder Pig Facebook live feeds 

spanning between 15 to 20 minutes each. The videos were chosen to provide longer stretches 

of talk in order to analyse various frame laminations and shifts. Esther’s dads hold live FB 

broadcasts from ‘Esther’s living room’ as they announce it, from their home and animal 

sanctuary in Ontario, Canada approximately once a week.  

 

Despite the limitations of the project it is important to mention the mode of the data, namely the 

visual video form as a semiotic resource. Kendon (1979 in Tannen, 1993:58) urges that micro 

analysis includes what he terms ‘context analysis’: all verbal and paralinguistic behaviour 

convey meaning and interaction can only be understood in the immediate context. In this 

research paper, the physical shifts and interactions with Esther will be considered.  
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Literature Review 

In their examination of talk in interaction in a pediatric setting, Tannen and Wallat (1993:58) 

evoke the duality of discourse also echoed in Jaspers (2012: 140), that while new meanings 

emerge in interaction they are nevertheless constrained by prior knowledge (schema) about the 

world, and identify that a mismatch of schemas triggers a frame shift. Tannen and Wallat use 

the term ‘interactive frame’ to denote “what is going on in the interaction”, a concept without 

which no utterance can be interpreted as it relies both on schema knowledge as well as context.  

 

Tannen and Wallat’s analysis focuses on the pediatrician speech activity in interaction with the 

child, mother and video filming, each constituting a frame respectively: social encounter, 

examination and consultation. To accomplish frame shifts, Tannen and Wallat identify 

corresponding linguistic registers used by the doctor, following Ferguson (1985) who defines 

register as ‘variation conditioned by use’: ‘motherese’ or teasing corresponding with the social 

encounter frame, reporting, with examination, and conventional conversation, with consultation. 

The authors claim that each frame entails a negotiation of footing (Goffman, 1981), i.e. 

alignment and construction of interpersonal relationships, and examine occurrences where 

frames conflict due to the cognitive demands these shifts create. Tannen and Wallat exemplify a 

moment where the registers “leak out of the examination frame into the teasing register” 

(1993b:.66): using the teasing register while examining the child, the doctor says No peanut 

butter and jelly in there?. Repeating the question, the doctor uses lexis from the examination 

frame/reporting register while still in the child examination frame, Is your spleen palpable over 

here?. However, it could be argued that it is the register leaking into the frame rather than the 

frame leaking into the register. In other words, lexis from the reporting frame was used in the 
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teasing register/ examination frame. Additionally, within the child examination frame, Tannen 

and Wallat label the doctor’s interaction as conversational register: bend your legs up a little 

bit… That’s right, although it could be claimed to be an overlap with motherese/teasing register 

and ‘giving instruction’ register.  

 

Similarly, Gordon (2008) focuses on shifts between frames of play, and frames of 

parenting/work. Gordon relabels Tannen and Wallat (1993b)’s notion of interactive frames as 

reframing to mean that “interactants continually transform the definition of the interaction”. 

Gordon signals that elsewhere, Tannen (2006:601) defines reframing as “a change in what the 

discussion is about”. For the purposes of this research paper, I will follow the latter definition.  

 

Gordon distinguishes between reframing and blending frames in the context of work and play in 

family interaction. While reframing occurs when a parent uses language to change a conflict 

frame into a play frame, blending, differently from Tannen and Wallat’s leaky frames, is seen to 

be intentionally employed in “situations where there are two simultaneous definitions of the 

interaction”. An example given is of Janet, a mother trying to dress her daughter Natalie in 

tights. In order to secure Natalie’s cooperation, Janet sings to her while putting her tights on. It 

can be contended whether blending and reframing constitute different linguistic interactive 

strategies, as both involve a lamination of several frames in which parents attempt to control the 

child’s behaviour through a form of play.  

  

Both Gordon and Tannen and Wallat account for the simultaneity of frame change. However, 

their analysis highlights triggers for frame shift. While this paper examines frame shifts, frames 

will be discussed borrowing Gordon’s building on Goffman’s (1974, 1981) of lamination of 
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frames (2008:320) defined as “creating and maintaining multiple frames simultaneously or 

transforming frames in quick succession”. In fact, Goffman proposes that in most interactions, 

participants embed one frame and footing within another (ibid:323). Utilising Goffman’s term key 

(1974 in ibid) Gordon uses rekeying to signify a “change in tone or tenor of interaction”, a term 

she indicates relates to footing. It could be suggested this is closely connected with Gumperz’s 

(1982) contextualisation cues which serve to indicate and interpret frames. 

 

Also examining framing in the context of family interaction, Tannen (2004:400) analyses the 

discursive strategy by which family members speak to or about a pet dog. Contrary to Tannen’s 

research where the dogs were not principal (after Goffman, 1981) in the interaction, Esther pig 

discussed in this paper’s data is closer to what Arluke and Sanders (1996) observed in their 

analysis of interactions between pet owners and their pets in a veterinary clinic, namely that in 

these instances, the animal was principal. Relevant to this paper, however, is (a) the use of the 

dogs in Tannen (2004) for achieving frame shift, for example from conflict to humour, similarly to 

Gordon’s example of reframing, and (b) framing the couple as a family, a resource, it will be 

argued, is achieved through EDs discourse.  

 

Analysis 

In the following analysis I give examples to illustrate ways in which EDs shift and laminate 

frames in interaction in the course of their FB live feeds. The broadest level of context operating 

in the live feeds relates to the overall aim of the interactional goals in the videos. Through the 

live feed videos EDs accomplish several aims: campaigning, raising awareness of various 

animal rights issues, fundraising for HEEFS, maintaining and building rapport with their 
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followers and supporters, and creating a family identity. Therefore, the interaction in the videos 

does not constitute a causal, spontaneous talk insofar as EDs approach the speech event with a 

degree of pre-planned talking points.  

  

Identity, Discourses and Frame Shifts 

Discourses, in the plural sense, is defined by Michel Foucault as ‘practices which systematically 

form the objects of which they speak’. (1972:49 in Cameron, 2001:15). For example, the 

category of pigs as meat, bacon, ribs etc, has been formed by a set of practices: social status of 

certain species versus others (some animals are companions such as dogs and cats, while 

others are ‘food’), now constitute a schema. In the data it is possible to discern different 

discourses following accepted sociocultural schemas: parenting discourse, activist discourse. In 

a single text, several discourses could be found and as Jane Sunderland (2004:46) notes, at 

times, two or more discourses can be overlapping. For example the discourses or frames of 

‘fundraising/marketing’ in Transcript 2 (lines 34-35), which will be explored below.  

 

1. Negotiating activist identity through frame shifts 

As Van Dijk notes, discourses and communication are not only influenced by schemas but also 

by dominant attitudes. Abelson’s (1976 in Tannen, 1993a: 17) work on the link between scripts, 

attitudes and behaviour is particularly relevant when examining Esther’s data. According to 

Abelson “...attitude towards an object consists in the ensemble of scripts concerning that 

object”. Understanding someone’s script can explain the connection between their attitudes that 

then inform their behaviour. EDs attitude to Esther and animals in general does not follow 

Western mainstream schemas towards farm animals, as well as Islamic and Judeo religions. 
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Their script or schema of how a pig should be treated clashes with that of the broader public 

who expects treatment of pigs to be limited to pig-rearing for meat.  

 

While EDs adopt a unique counter discourse, as Jay Lemke points out, their repertoire draws on 

ideas and ‘voices’ available in the community (1995: 24-5 in Cameron, 2001:15), reinforcing the 

claim that language use is intersubjective. The Bakhtinian (1986) notion of intertextuality informs 

EDs counter-discourse in that their subject position (Davies and Harre, 1990) reacts to previous 

texts. (Sunderland, 2004:30). Indeed, intertextuality can be used as a strategy in linguistic 

intervention. This notion was captured in Hegel’s (1997 in Benwell and Stokoe, 2007:24) 

conceptualisation of identity as intersubjective: defined and constricted by social factors, the 

‘other’, and the community.  

 

The examples below illustrate the use of intertextuality and ‘borrowing’ external voices from the 

community to address AR issues. The most often recurring  register employed throughout the 

four videos analysed is a ‘fun’, friendly and engaging one. In example 1 from Transcript 1, EDs 

are going through the mail bag, starting in line (17), containing presents and tokens sent from 

supporters around the world, involving Esther by asking her opinion and engaging her: 

Example 1: 

(34) Derek: so thank you so much to Eileen and Glen in England  Esther’s gonna smell (.) like that/ [lets 

Steve sniff the soap] 

        →   (35) Steve: oh amazing that’s alright (.) it’s gonna smell nice*hey miss pig/* 

(36) Derek: uhh we got a:: cupcake lover parking sign from Karen in Ohio and all of her canines 

(37) Steve:          {laughter}  

(38) Steve: violators will be covered in sprinkles/= 

(39) Derek: =yes violators will be covered- 

          → (40) Steve: aww hey Esther/ 
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This ‘supporter appreciation’ frame contains a friendly and ‘fun’ linguistic register characterised 

by prosodic features such as frequent laugher (37), overlaps (38-39), simultaneous speech 

(24-25), and mutual gaze both between Esther and Steve, and Derek and Steve. This register 

contributes to the construction of a supportive family identity and elevates Esther’s status to that 

of a child/family member, a point which will be elaborated further. 

 

As mentioned previously, EDs laminate their frames, maintaining multiple frames simultaneously 

(Gordon, 2008:320). The dark story/activism frame into which they shift next develops within the 

supporter appreciation frame, and returns to it. However, the register in the frame above is in 

contrast to the following frame of activism in which EDs thank a supporter for a letter they sent. 

Using the external ‘voice’ in the letter to introduce a difficult topic, EDs intertextually refer to an 

accident that happened near their sanctuary.  

Transcript 1: 

(43) Derek: uhh and he says ‘I love you guys my heart was broken(.) when this accident in Burlington please 

give Esther a big hug for me’ and he hand drew a picture of a pig ahh 

          → (44) Steve:                                                     aww 

(45) Derek: there was a accident that happened a transport accident (.) that happened here locally about 15 

minutes away where a transport truck of pigs uh flipped over on the way to processing and spilled pigs all 

over the road/ and uh (.) a really dark story unfortunately they mishandled the situation we were there to try 

to help uh but instead they let these pigs suffer all over the road and on the front lawn for four or five hours 

uhh and that’s uh (1) 

 

Lines (43)-(44) mark the frame shift from the ‘fun’ register into a frame of dark story/activism 

(45), marked by a change into a ‘serious’ register: flat-tone, with no overlaps, laughter or 

simultaneous speech. Negotiating through a contentious and emotional domain of ‘dark story’ 
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(45), can be exemplified in their subject position where EDs maintain a non-confrontational 

stance using discourse of law and borrowing from the agricultural industry’s discourse:  

Transcript 1: 

(45) Derek: ...on the way to processing... 

 

(46) Steve: there hopefully will be criminal charges uh pending that/ there’s still an investigation  

 

Shifting out of the dark frame is literally signalled (46) and marks that this is not a common 

occurrence in their videos and activism style, which focuses on positive, solutionary fundraisers 

and campaigns, as will be demonstrated below. The shift back into the supporters appreciation 

frame (47) involves change of register, including a shift in emphasis and tone, coupled with a 

physical adjustment (Goodwin, 1996:80) where Derek moves closer to the camera to show a 

photo of a piglet playing a guitar, using sing-song voice, constituting another reach for an 

intertextual, external voice to facilitate a smooth transition back, resuming their presentation of 

selected mail items. 

 

Transcript 1: 

           → (46) Steve: …..yeah hhh that’s that so anyway sorry this went a little bit [=dark didn’t it.= 

(47) Derek:*=uuuuhhh yes so here is a picture of a pig playing a guita:::::::::r* ]and it says ‘rock and roll 

Esther’ love Lynette and that is from(.) WI where is WI 

(48) Steve: Wisconsin/ I think/ 

(49) Derek: Wyoming/ 

 

Additionally, it is interesting to note the subtle choice of lexis to describe a difficult, emotional 

situation Steve faced during the witnessing of the accident. It could be suggested he could have 

chosen stronger paradigmatic items such as: we saw horrendous/terrifying/screaming. 
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Following Goffman’s phenomenon of neutralism discussed in Steven Clayman’s (1992) work on 

neutrality in news-interview discourse, it could be argued that by changing footing from the 

plural noun ‘we’ including both Derek and himself to ‘I’, Steve exercises a degree of caution 

when he expresses his views and feelings regarding the accident, by which he minimises 

disagreement from the audience (ibid:163). At the end of line (46), Steve changes footing back 

into the mutual activist frame using ‘we’. 

Transcript 1: 

 →(46) Steve:....that story is not over we’ll keep you guys posted for sure (.) uhh  there seems to be a lot 

→of mishandeling going on with that situation so we’ll keep you guys updated obviously that was a pretty 

personal (.) umm (.) situation you know we were there and we saw some things that I’ll never forget and 

umm (1)you know shouldn’t happen that way so (.) so we’re going to speaking up and do everything we can 

to make sure that those people are held accountable and (-) hhh  

 

2. Negotiating family identity through frames 

People commonly understand their connections to companion animals through defining them as 

“members of the family” (Cain 1983; Voith 1983 in Sanders, 2003:414). This familial relationship 

is sustained much like human relationships by mutual gaze, physical contact and routine 

activities such as grooming, feeding, talking, and playing. All of these friendly routines are 

sustained within a highly emotionalized relationship.(ibid) Through the lamination of frames, 

EDs position Esther as their baby, thus contributing to the construction of family identity. This 

positioning is accomplished by two linguistic strategies: (a) baby talk register and (b) referring to 

themselves as ‘Daddy’ (Tannen, 2004, 401). For example, in the following excerpt Esther 

comes back into the house tired and to avoid Esther developing a tantrum where she knocks 

down the furniture, Steve coaxes her into bed, referring to himself as daddy: 

Transcript 3: 
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     (30) Steve: good girl go to beddies (3) [Esther stands and waits] %*come on* daddy will make your beddies 

hey/% look daddy will make your beddies ok/(.) hmm/ %come on% 

     (31) Esther: [comes over to her daybed] 

     (32) Steve: %the:re% 

 

Although Tannen (2004: 411) signals using baby talk with companion animals is mainstream 

practice of pet owners, it is extended by EDs to farm animals through Esther. The exchange 

below also frames Esther as a conversational participant. Steve has developed a close 

relationship with Esther allowing him to understand her and therefore take her soft grunts as 

acknowledgment of being tired, activating a child/parent schema (and indeed, EDs (2016) attest 

that Esther is at the mental age of a toddler, experiencing tantrums).  

Transcript 3: 

(1) → Steve: yeah go to beddies baby it’s *tired piggy* 

(2) Esther: [side-eye]= 

(3) Steve:=yeah:: (3) 

(4) Esther: grunt 

(5) Steve: mmm/ you’re tired/ 

(6) Esther: grunt (.) 

(7) Steve: you’re ready for bed/=  

(8) Esther: =[grunt 

(9) Steve: yeah] go to beddies 

(10) Esther: grunt (-) grunt [Esther knocks down chair] 

(11) → Steve: hey {hahaha} (-) *who put that there* (1) {laugh} good girl go to bed 

 

The live feeds are situated in ‘Esther’s living room’ and paralinguistic features such as physical 

position reinforce Esther’s elevation of stature: her dads sit with her, on her level. For example, 

in Transcription 1 The Accident, Esther is lying on the couch, dad Steve sits on the floor beside 
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her and dad Derek sits behind them. Although her dads are the ones doing most of the talking, 

the camera most often focuses on Esther.  

 

As Sanders (2003:410) notes, identity construction in the context of interspecies interaction 

begins with a set of pre existing culturally based presuppositions such as that cats are aloof and 

independent, dogs are friendly, etc. While these ‘macro’ identity categories initially assist 

adopting parents in getting to know their companion’s needs and identity, “the person regards 

the animal as an individual with an identifiable history, discrete personality, and unique tastes”. 

Speaking about Esther’s sleeping habits position EDs as providers and caring parents, an 

identity co-constructed in the interaction evident through features such as supportive laugh (7) 

and frequent overlaps between the three interactants:  

 

Transcript 2: 

(1) Steve: *ohhh say /hello Esther /pig * {} /hello everybody= 

(2) Derek:   =hey everybody /welco:::me\ 

(3) Steve: /hello:::  

         → (4) Derek:= [to another session of live at Esthe:::r’s (.) living room 

(5) Steve:    [{(tickling?)= {laugh} 

(6) Derek: (.) she’s here on the floor/ in the middle of the living room we got her a new mattress ahh 

because/\ in our living room we did a little bit of shuffling around with some furniture and now we’ve got a 

new spot here for Esther to enjoy right in the sun room initially when we did move here we had the big ahh 

famous black couch ahh that sat right here and she would sleep up on that  

(7) Steve:  {laugh} 

(8) Derek: she’ll sleep pretty much anywhere where { there is a comfortable bed ahh provided for her} so 

(9) Steve: *hey monkey* 

“A major means, therefore, by which the caretaker solidifies the unique identity of the animal 

companion is by assigning the animal a name.” (Sanders, 411) In contrast to factory farms and 
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laboratories where naming is discouraged, replaced by ear tag numbers in order to render the 

animal an object rather than pet, the most common convention is to give the companion animal 

a human name. EDs named all their rescued animals using human names, from dogs Reuben 

and Shelby, to cats Delores and Finnegan, Moby the duck and Richard the rooster. Moreover, 

EDs have unique nicknames for Esther, such as Bubba, Noodle, Monkey (9), Miss Pig, 

Princess.  

 

Based on the knowledge of their companion, parents get to know their tastes and routine 

responses. As illustrated above, Steve knows Esther’s moods and is able to decode when she 

is hungry or tired. Additionally, Steve knows of Esther’s love of peanut butter and shares this 

with the viewers. This serves to consolidate Esther’s identity as a loved family member, whose 

tastes, and likes,especially cupcakes, are known and acknowledged. This can also be seen in 

Video 4, 3:24 

 

(74) Steve: lights on because she fully expects that she’ll be getting some food which she will be actually 

cos that reminds me of something that we got asked this week and I got shown (.) I um I don’t know if a lot 

of you guys have seen this video of the piglet eating um (.) peanut butter { and so}  it’s been sent to us 

probably (.) god twenty or thirty times this week um and it is {adorable} and everybody is asking if Esther 

enjoys peanut butter and she most certainly does so {I’m going to [hand this over} to Derek  

(75) Derek: sleeping she lo:::ves peanut butter and sleeping] 

 

2.1 Laminating the Family frame and the Sanctuary frame 

The ‘family update’ frame above laminates seamlessly the following shifts to the ‘Sanctuary 

update’ frame starting in line (12) - (20), embedding their family as an integral part of the 

sanctuary and thus, their activism. After reporting about Esther’s new mattress on which Esther 
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was having a nap, Derek talks about one of their outreach program in which visitors get a tour of 

the sanctuary and learn about the animals’ stories. As the season approaches late autumn, the 

weather turns cold and the animals remain indoors, tours of the sanctuary end, resuming in 

spring.  

Transcript 2: 

(10) Derek: she’s just rockin a nap it’s 2:30 in Campbellville Ontario /Canada\ (.) and we thought we would 

come by and catch up with you guys= 

(11) Steve: =yeah we hope you guys are enjoying your first Monday back umm a lot of our American friends 

of course were celebrating Thanksgiving over the weekend so we hope you guys enjoyed your long 

weekend/ (-) we uh we kinda celebrated a (.) fairly (.) quiet weekend ourselves/ it was sorta nice/ everything 

was= 

→ (12) Derek: =well yeah but we had the last tour actually the last tour of Happily Ever Esther Farm 

Sanctuary  

(13) Steve:                                          hey miss pig/ 

(14) Derek: happened this weekend and uuhh (.) we had about fifty visitors/ um come from all over the place 

this time/ an::d uhh we had a great weekend and one/ of the visitors brought a really big HUGE Esther 

si::zed  

(15) Steve:                                                                                               a huge cupcake 

(16) Derek: Esther approved cupcake and 

(17) Steve: (?)couldn’t move= 

(18) Derek:=it was enormous 

(19) Derek: oh you should see who’s at the door here right now 

 → (20) Steve: =see if you guys can catch a glimpse there of Reuben on the (.) chair behind I think a lot of 

you guys know he had surgery=  

(21) Derek:=mr Reuben hello there 

(22) Steve: {earlier this week} so he’s hanging out laying low [incoherent mobile phone sounds in the 

background] 

(23) Derek:                 [kissing sounds directed at Reuben] 
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(24) Steve: ohh *good girl miss pig* so he’s doing really really well he’s not able to go out and go for walks 

Line (20) marks the shift back into the family frame, with an update on Reuben the dog and 

Esther’s brother who had surgery and now was sitting on an armchair in the living room behind 

Derek. Derek’s kissing sounds directed at Reuben in line (23) reinforce the family relationship, 

together with the comment Steve directs to Esther in line (24).  

 

2.2 Laminating Sanctuary Frame and Fundraising frame 

 

Due to space limitation, it is not possible to reproduce the next example in full here. However, 

the shifts between family frame and sanctuary frame continues to laminate another frame: 

fundraising frame, when Moby the duck, who does not live in the house with Esther, the dogs, 

cats and dads, appears in the living room window, attracting EDs attention. This triggers a frame 

shift with Steve physically moving into a different room to show the viewers a painting of Esther 

that will be used to raise funds for the sanctuary, effectuating a ‘fundraising’ frame. (Further 

examples of the fundraising frame are in Transcript 2, lines 117 - 250) 

Transcript 2: 

→ (34) Steve: Moby Duck (.) always close by and while I’m moving around I’m going to take you guys in 

here to show you as you see we did a little bit of work in the living room I think a lot of you guy saw this 

already too (.) so we closed up a door(.) and finally (-) hung this painting (.) and video won’t even do it 

justice I’m going to get a little bit closer so that you can see some of the detail in here but all the crazy 

colours/ (.) on the bottom and then up here/\ (.) that who::le background is hearts (.) tiny little hearts 

everywhere so it’s absolutely stunning and the artist who was incredibly gracious she actually gave us 

permission to reproduce this as a print that we can sell for Happily Ever Esther to make um to raise funds 

for uhh Happily Ever Esther Farm Sanctuary so we’re going to get moving on that as soon as possible (2) → 

and scale down some sizes of that here is Shelby’s hanging out in here as well 
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Shelby the dog and Esther’s sister is in the room where the painting hangs, marking another 

shift into the family frame, ensuing a series of fawning comments directed at Shelby. (See 

Transcript 2).  

 

Conclusion 

In this paper I used the term “frame” following Bateson (1955), Goffman (1974) and Tannen and 

Wallat (1993), referring to the way in which participants decode what activity they are engaged 

in and how a message is intended to be understood.  Expanding on the notion of frames shifts, 

it was shown how frame lamination is a resource used for interaction in the context of Esther the 

Wonder Pig and her dads animal rights live feed on Esther’s FB page.  

 

It is hoped that this paper was successful at demonstrating, at least on this small scale, that 

Esther’s dads negotiate counter-discourse and their identity as AR activists taking a 

compassionate, non-accusatory stance, by appealing to external voices intertextually, such as a 

supporter letter. By negotiating footing from plural pronoun ‘we’ into ‘I’ within the activist frame, 

Steve frames the accident as a personal experience. 

 

Lamination involves register shift from a ‘fun’ register featuring many occurrences of overlaps 

and simultaneous speech, to a ‘serious’ register in which no such features manifest, and the 

tone is flat throughout.  

Additionally, this project attempted to explore how laminating frames help EDs construct a family 

identity in which Esther, Shelby, and Reuben are equal conversational interactants. This is 
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accomplished, it was discussed, by linguistic resources such as baby talk and referring to 

themselves as ‘daddy’. 

 

The usefulness of such an analysis is significant both for those concerned with AR activism, 

human-animal studies, sociolinguistics and ecolinguistics. Extending Tannen’s (2004) analysis 

of dogs as a resource effectuating frame shifts and creating family identity in the context of 

family interactions, this paper argued that while EDs do not ventriloquize (Tannen, 402) Esther, 

i.e speak as her in the live videos they do ventriloquize her on her ETWP FB page, giving her a 

voice (and a sense of humour!) which achieves two aims: it serves to both distance EDs from 

responsibility for the utterances, and with the addition of the live feeds, making Esther a true 

ambassador and leader, and raise awareness of farm animal rights.  

 

 

However, this small-scale study did not examine how viewers interact with EDs and Esther in 

the live feeds or on the three other FB pages they run, nor did this paper consider EDs 
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interactions outside the performance in the videos. Future studies would be required to provide 

insights for such areas and an interesting comparison between EDs counter-discourse and 

other AR organisations could reveal further the uniqueness of their approach at attempting to 

change a global sociocultural schema that pigs are ‘food’.  

 

Word count: 6586 
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Transcript 2: Peanut Butter (13 min 59 secs) 

Esther The Wonder Pig (2016). It's time for an afternoon update, live from Esther's living room.. 
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Transcript 3: Daddy Talk (4 min 40 secs) 
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2017]. 

 

Video 4: (13 min 5 secs) 

Esther The Wonder Pig (2017). We interrupt this afternoon nap to bring you important 

updates.[video] Available at: 

https://www.facebook.com/estherthewonderpig/videos/vb.506496949457534/120012454342810
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Video 5:(20 min 39 secs) 

Esther The Wonder Pig (2017)Breaking News, live from the bed of Esther T.W. Pig. [video] 

Available at :https://www.facebook.com/estherthewonderpig/videos/1247091365398085/ 

[Accessed 20 April 2017] 

 

 

 

Appendix: Transcription Conventions (adapted from Pichler 2009) 
 
{laughter} non verbal information 
xxxxxx{laughing} paralinguistic information qualifying underlined utterance 
/ rising intonation 
\ falling intonation 
*...* cute voice  
(?) doubt about accuracy of transcription 
CAPITALS or %...% increase/decrease in volume 
Bold speaker emphasis 
- incomplete word or utterance 
‘.......’ speaker quotes another 
= latching on 
(.) micropause 
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(-) pause shorter than one second 
Yeah::: lengthened sound 
<...> faster speed of utterance delivery 
.hhh; hhh in-breath; out-breath 
[....] beginning/end of simultaneous speech/two voices heard at once 
 
→ Arrow at left highlights key line in example 
 
 
 
 

Esther The Wonder Pig Live Feed Video Transcription 1: The Accident 
https://www.facebook.com/estherthewonderpig/videos/1111356895638200/ 

 

5:42 - 9:37, 26 October, 2016 

(1)Derek: \a:::nd with the holidays coming ummm Steve and I have signed a bunch of the books 

and we will write  

(2)Steve:                    Esther{laughing} 

(3)Derek:messages  in the books for you ah so you can give away the books/ for Christmas.\  

(4)Steve: {laugh directed at Esther} 

(5)Derek: so just go to www.theestherstore.com a::::nd/ Steven just went to the airport and 

picked up a car full of  

Steve:              {laugh} 

(6)Derek: Esther calendars he spent half the day becoming an importer(.) 

(7)Steve:                yes dealing with customs and UPS 

and= 

(8)Derek: {laugh} 

(9)Derek: ahh               = so 

we’re happy to say that our shipping department is in full swing.       I know the first batch of 

calendars went out hhh and they’ve 
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(10)Steve:                            good girl (to Esther)  

(11) Derek: been shipping for a couple of weeks and people have been < getting them and 

loving them > 

(12) Steve:                                                                     {laugh}                  Esther [laughing}  

(13) Derek: and so now the second  batch arrived 

(14) Steve:                                      oh she’s pushing  

(15) Derek: and we are going absolutely crazy in the Esther store right now 

(16) Steve:                            *come on this way this way this way* 

(17) Derek: so we’ve got some mail to share with you  ehh every week ehh Esther’s mailbox  is 

eeh full of very colourful things sent by you the fans so thank you so much  

(18) Steve:                                                              *what are you doin* 

(19) Derek: uh we’ve got a few pieces here  to share right now this is by no means all the mail 

that comes in but ehh a few pieces 

(20) Steve: *that’s it*  

(21) Derek:  we would like to share uhh 

(22) Derek: this is                          this is fro:::m Eileen and Glen in England and they sent (-) 

a:::: (1) a pig plushie here/ (slow) (2) 

(23) Steve:  that’s it no more (-) it’s all gone       all gone     all gone 

(24) Derek:% I also smell all this other stuff% (-) and it’s a whole a bunch of [Lush cosmetics 

soaps=  

(25) Steve:                                                                               [{oh}                            oh god        = 

that’s probably what she smells] 

(26)Derek: soap a:::nd a whole bunch of Lush soaps and so Lush cosmetics actually they 

don’t they don’t test on  
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(27) Steve:            good girl 

(28) Derek: that’s the::: 

(29) Steve: no  Lush is vegan= 

(30) Derek:= that’s right 

(31) Steve: yeah/ 

(32) Derek:they don’t test on animals 

(33) Steve: yeah (-) 

(34) Derek: so thank you so much to Eileen and Glen in England  Esther’s gonna smell (.) like 

that/ [lets Steve sniff the soap] 

(35) Steve: oh amazing that’s alright (.) it’s gonna smell nice *hey miss pig*/ 

(36) Derek: uhh we got a:: cupcake lover parking sign from Karen in Ohio and all of her canines 

(37) Steve:          {laughter}  

(38) Steve: violators will be covered in sprinkles/= 

(39) Derek: =yes violators will be covered- 

(40) Steve: aww hey Esther/ 

(41) Derek:uhh this is a touching one from (.) Bengt (?) Eric/ 

(42) Steve:                                                                     oh yes of course 

(43) Derek: uhh and he says ‘I love you guys my heart was broken(.) when this accident in 

Burlington please give Esther a big hug for me’ and he hand drew a picture of a pig ahh 

(44) Steve:                                                     aww 

(45) Derek: there was a accident that happened a transport accident (.) that happened here 

locally about 15 minutes away where a transport truck of pigs uh flipped over on the way to 

processing and spilled pigs all over the road/ and uh (.) a really dark story unfortunately they 
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mishandled the situation we were there to try to help uh but instead they let these pigs suffer all 

over the road and on the front lawn for four or five hours uhh and that’s uh (1) 

(46) Steve: there hopefully will be criminal charges uh pending that/ there’s still an investigation 

apparently under way and from what I understand another (.) umm legal paper legal filing has 

happened against the people that are supposed to be investigating it so that story is not over 

we’ll keep you guys posted for sure (.) uhh  there seems to be a lot of mishandeling going on 

with that situation so we’ll keep you guys updated obviously that was a pretty personal (.) umm 

(.) situation you know we were there and we saw some things that I’ll never forget and umm 

(1)you know shouldn’t happen that way so (.) so we’re going to speaking up and do everything 

we can to make sure that those people are held accountable and (-) hhh yeah hhh that’s that so 

anyway sorry this went a little bit [=dark didn’t it.= 

(47) Derek:*=uuuuhhh yes so here is a picture of a pig playing a guita:::::::::r* ]and it says ‘rock 

and roll Esther’ love Lynette and that is from(.) WI where is WI 

(48) Steve: Wisconsin/ I think/ 

(49) Derek: Wyoming/ 

(50) Steve: no(.) no II think Wisconsin states 

(51) Derek: WI/ 

(52) Steve: yeah I think so 

(53) Derek: so And we’ve got a Halloween card here fro:::m /Angela so thank you so much 

happy Halloween to you and we got a picture here that’s coloure:::d to::: Shelby and Reuben 

and Esther and this is from /Susie\ in:: AR/  

(54) Steve: % Arkansas/%  

(55) Derek: er::::::: 
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Esther the Wonder Pig Transcription 2 - Peanut Butter 
https://www.facebook.com/estherthewonderpig/videos/1143659215741301/ 

 
13 min 57 secs, 26 November, 2016 
 
(1) Steve: *ohhh say /hello Esther /pig * {} /hello everybody= 

(2) Derek:   =hey everybody /welco:::me\ 

(3) Steve: /hello:::  

(4) Derek:= [to another session of live at Esthe:::r’s (.) living room 

(5) Steve:    [{(tickling?)= {laugh} 

(6) Derek: (.) she’s here on the floor/ in the middle of the living room we got her a new mattress 

ahh because/\ in our living room we did a little bit of shuffling around with some furniture and 

now we’ve got a new spot here for Esther to enjoy right in the sun room initially when we did 

move here we had the big ahh famous black couch ahh that sat right here and she would sleep 

up on that  

(7) Steve:  {laugh} 

(8) Derek: she’ll sleep pretty much anywhere where { there is a comfortable bed ahh provided 

for her} so 

(9) Steve: *hey monkey* 
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(10) Derek: she’s just rockin a nap it’s 2:30 in Campbellville Ontario /Canada\ (.) and we thought 

we would come by and catch up with you guys= 

(11) Steve: =yeah we hope you guys are enjoying your first Monday back umm a lot of our 

American friends of course were celebrating Thanksgiving over the weekend so we hope you 

guys enjoyed your long weekend/ (-) we uh we kinda celebrated a (.) fairly (.) quiet weekend 

ourselves/ it was sorta nice/ everything was= 

(12) Derek: =well yeah but we had the last tour actually the last tour of Happily Ever Esther 

Farm Sanctuary  

(13) Steve:                                          hey miss pig/ 

(14) Derek: happened this weekend and uuhh (.) we had about fifty visitors/ um come from all 

over the place this time/ an::d uhh we had a great weekend and one/ of the visitors brought a 

really big HUGE Esther si::zed  

(15) Steve:                                                                                               a huge cupcake 

(16) Derek: Esther approved cupcake and 

(17) Steve: (?)couldn’t move= 

(18) Derek:=it was enormous 

(19) Derek: oh you should see who’s at the door here right now= 

(20) Steve: =see if you guys can catch a glimpse there of Reuben on the (.) chair behind I think 

a lot of you guys know he had surgery=  

(21) Derek:=mr Reuben hello there 

(22) Steve: {earlier this week} so he’s hanging out laying low [incoherent mobile phone sounds 

in the background] 

(23) Derek:                 [kissing sounds directed at Reuben] 
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(24) Steve: ohh *good girl miss pig* so he’s doing really really well he’s not able to go out and 

go for walks for a couple weeks until he gets his stitches out/ but he is up and about and 

cruising around the house just fi::ne/ he goes out in the backyard but we can’t take him on our 

big long walks (.) umm so and we’re gonna get some test results back for him in in a week or 

two hopefully so we can (.) just make sure everything is good/ and clear/ and Reuben’s all good 

to go so 

(25) Derek: yeah:: 

(26) Steve:: he had a little suspicious bump (-) removed what was it called/ 

(27) Derek: it about the size of a (1) tangerine underneath of his skin it was quite large and it 

was ahh (-) it um looked like a fluid ah umm just a ball of fluid underneath of the skin (.) so we 

had our vet monitor it for a bit and then he uhh suggested that we get it taken off 

(28) Steve: {oh } (at something Esther was doing) 

(29) Derek: so he went in fo:r a:: (.) for I guess it’s routine surgery it was not too invasive  

(30) Steve:                                                                                       yeah 

(31) Derek: show them who’s at the {door right now} just leavin’ (3) 

(32) Steve: Moby {ha ha ha ha} 

(33) Derek: Moby Duck 

(34) Steve: Moby Duck (.) always close by and while I’m moving around I’m going to take you 

guys in here to show you as you see we did a little bit of work in the living room I think a lot of 

you guy saw this already too (.) so we closed up a door(.) and finally (-) hung this painting (.) 

and video won’t even do it justice I’m going to get a little bit closer so that you can see some of 

the detail in here but all the crazy colours/ (.) on the bottom and then up here/\ (.) that who::le 

background is hearts (.) tiny little hearts everywhere so it’s absolutely stunning and the artist 

who was incredibly gracious she actually gave us permission to reproduce this as a print that 
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we can sell for Happily Ever Esther to make um to raise funds for uhh Happily Ever Esther Farm 

Sanctuary so we’re going to get moving on that as soon as possible (2) and scale down some 

sizes of that here is Shelby’s hanging out in here as well 

(35) Derek: *ohhhh uhhhh* (directed at Shelby) 

(36) Steve: *she loves this cozy spot with her veggie pillows *{hahaha}  

(37) Derek: good /g:irl\ 

(38) Steve: hey Shelbers/ yeah\ special gi:::rl 

(39) Derek:% is that Reuben’s pill did he spit his pill out/% 

(40) Steve: {laughs} 

(41) Steve: {so} so yeah it’s a pretty casual day around here Monday we’re we’re both we I’m 

working in the house Derek has been over in the office we’re trying to get things caught up but 

we wanted to come in and say hello umm and we have some questions of course we get tons 

and tons of questions every single week so we wanted to come on and answer a couple of 

those for you while we’re here = 

(42) Derek:= yeah and you can uh = 

(43) Steve:                                     =so I’m gonna come over here with- 

(44) Derek: the questions that you ask now during this feed unfortunately the feed rolls so fast 

that we (.) can’t even actually see them so uh after th after the live feed’s over we go back and 

we extrapolate some of the questions- 

(45) Steve:                        yeah 

(46) Steve: =I’m trying to read them now that’s why it looks like I’m not (-) I’m not  looking at you 

guys I’m trying to read the questions why is the/room backwards\ see I caught that one 

(47) Derek:      yeah:: 
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(48) Steve: that’s because we’re using our our front facing camera so that we can see and 

make sure we’ve still got our decent connection/ um and actually see the video feed so we’re 

looking at you via the front camera on my iPhone um which we found out after the fact that I 

didn’t realize it took a few feeds before we noticed it that it does reverse the the feed for some 

reason or reverses the the image for some reason= 

(49) Derek:    =yeah 

(50) Derek: =and like uh so when you try to see some-= 

(51) Steve:                                                    =yeah so when you try yeah see it reads broccoli 

{backwards} 

(52) Derek:  that’s broccoli makes me windy 

(53) Steve: so yeah {laughs} so we need we need to get some better equipment that would 

allow us to um either connect our camera to the computer but then we don’t have a reliable 

enough internet connection because we would be using our wifi it’s really challenging where we 

live out in Campbellville to get a good connection I know you guys most of you I’m sure have 

seen that before where we have a live feed that cracks up on you because we just can’t get a 

good enough connection to upload the videos so um yeah we make do with the best of what 

we’ve got for no::w and we will try to improve that and improve sound as well (.) um as soon as 

we can so working on that 

(54) Derek:allri::ght so::/  

(55) Steve:                   {hmm} 

(56) Derek: uhh here’s some questions that we pulled from the last feed ‘what is Esther’s 

sleeping pattern like’ {well} 

(57) Steve: yeah {laughs} 
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(58) Derek: {she sleeps}  it’s like this {twenty out of twenty four hours a day} [pointing camera at 

Esther] 

(59) Steve: {laughs} 

(60) Derek: pigs ar::e uhhh (1) very very sleepy creatures 

(61) Steve: =hey monkey [directed at Esther] 

(62) Esther: [sniffing at the camera] 

(63) Derek: and she’s up in the morning at /arou::::nd  eight o'clock eight to nine/ then she 

sleeps from nine til (2)  

(64) Steve:                                                               { } *hey bubba/*                     /what’s 

happening 

(65) Derek: twe:::lve /and then she might be up for twenty minutes just to transition either from 

the barn to another sleeping space 

(66) Steve:                                  {laughs}  

(67) Derek: umm but umm yeah  

(68) Steve:        ohh she’s so funny 

(69) Derek: she’s the most active in the evening portion just uhh right er around dinner and then 

about an hour after dinner so= 

(70) Steve: =and you’ll notice she’s not really sleeping she’s just lying there she’s paying 

attention to everything that is 

(71) Derek:                                                                                                    yeah 

(72) Steve: going on[ especially ]now that we’ve got 

(73) Derek:            [like a cat] 

(74) Steve: lights on because she fully expects that she’ll be getting some food which she will 

be actually cos that reminds me of something that we got asked this week and I got shown (.) I 
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um I don’t know if a lot of you guys have seen this video of the piglet eating um (.) peanut butter 

{ and so}  it’s been sent to us probably (.) god twenty or thirty times this week um and it is 

{adorable} and everybody is asking if Esther enjoys peanut butter and she most certainly does 

so {I’m going to [hand this over} to Derek  

(75) Derek: sleeping she lo:::ves peanut butter and sleeping] 

(76) Steve: while I go and grab some peanut butter 

(77) Derek: and I will answer the next /question\ umm so yes she does sleep a lot crazy amount 

{actually} and we we used to think she was really lazy but then when we moved to the 

Sanctuary and were able to help some more pigs uh we realized that they all have the same 

crazy sleeping schedule uhhh ok next questio:::::n/ um (2) does Esther ever throw up in the 

house/  

(78) Steve: {laughs} 

(79) Derek: well let’s give her some {peanut butter}  

(80) Steve:    ohhh  {laughs} 

(81) Steve: hahahahahaha 

(82) Derek: no:: uh >she has been sick before< (1) ohhhh there’s your peanut butter 

(83) Steve: ohhhh baby [to Esther] 

(84) Esther:munching loudly on peanut butter 

(85) Derek: [to Esther] there’s some peanut butter/ you love peanut butter/ 

(86) Esther:[munching  

(87) Derek: uhmm/ but yeah she has been sick in the house before uh NOT since we’ve moved 

here actually she’s been sick only on a couple of occasions when we first got her when she was 

a wee piglet she ate a roll of paper towels and that was a problem 

(88) Steve: [[{laughs} 
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(89) Derek: the next time she was sick was when she ate a jug of vegetable oil] again also very 

problematic if you are a pig 

(90) Steve: no that was the one remember that was disgusting (.) because she threw up of 

course the >oi:l< umm and I {remember} it being the smell the smell was the most-  

(91) Derek:                                                        ohhhh  you could gag a maggot= 

(92) Steve:=offensive thing {laughs} 

(93) Derek: oh yeah 

(94) Steve: I’ve ever experienced 

(95) Derek: mmm 

(96) Steve: umm yeah it was super intense 

(97) Esther: (grunts) 

(98) Steve: {laughs} 

(99) Derek: look at that so she does like peanut butter= 

(100) Steve: =so yeah 

(101) Steve: oh look there’s the *suckle* {laughs} 

(102) Derek: oh good gi:::rl 

(103) Steve: ohhh; hhh= 

(104) Derek: ohhh good gi::rl  

(105) Steve: she’s so funny 

(106) Derek: one more question Steve/ you want to pull one off of there while everybody has a 

quick- 

(107) Steve: let’s do one more umm this one’s super quick and easy does she do her business 

outside yes of course she is one hundred percent toilet trained um (-) do you both eat meat this 

is another super easy one no we do not) flat tone (.) um  we used to/ before we met Esther/ but 
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of course for obvious reasons she kinda changed the way we look at pigs in particular/ but she 

also made us start looking for more information which changed the way that we looked at a 

whole lot of things so that now live what we call is an Esther Approved diet which means we do 

not consume any animal products umm and wear any animal products we’re vegan ultimately/ 

umm and yeah we like to call it Esther Approved/ because it was as a result of her so that was 

quick and easy um and last one does Esther or how often does Esther get a bath (1) 

(108) Derek: wo::w 

(109) Steve: well that that depends a lot on what she’s been doing you can s probably see right 

now that her face is a little bit dirty/ cos we’re at that point in the year where the mud is too co::ld 

so she is not interested in rolling in the mud but she is still very interested in digging in the mud 

so she’s got dirty feet and a dirty snout (.) but the rest of her body is perfectly clean/ I’m sure 

Derek can show you her fur is perfectly white um her skin is a little bit dry but see she doesn’t 

need a bath otherwise pigs don’t sweat through the rest of their body/ only on their snout and 

back of their legs/ 

(110) Derek: good gi::rl (1) you want a belly/ 

(111) Steve: so so Esther doesn’t need a bath all that often baths this time of year (.) because 

she’s not really doing anything that gets her too dirty (1) so we’ll give her a bath (.) you know 

maybe once a month/  

(112) Derek:                 (while rubbing Esther) %good girl% 

(113) Steve: more often we’re actually just kind of brushing/ her to help her exfoliate her dry 

skin/ 

(114) Derek: yeah 
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(115) Steve: um we::’ll wipe her mouth with a damp cloth she’s got a little bit of peanut butter 

slobber under {her chin} that we’ll want to wipe off/ um so we do that kind of every day but other 

than that (.)  baths are very rare 

(116) Derek: yeah 

(117) Steve: um in the spring she gets a lot more baths because she full on rolls in the mud 

which is a bit of a nightmare/ uh but other than that/ it’s pretty rare (-) pretty rare and then so:: 

that’s it for questions um what else were we going to move on to oh Cyber Monday we do have 

to mention oh Cyber Monday of course um it is very exciting/ Esther merchandise is on sa::le uh 

on the Esther store to celebrate Cyber Monday things like the Esther calendar (Derek shows to 

camera) the smile shirt (.) (Steve shows to camera) (1) 

(118) Derek: the whatever that says (opening his jacket to reveal shirt) {laughs} 

(119) Steve: broccoli makes me windy is what that should say  

(220) Derek: {laughs} 

(221) Steve: because we all know somebody that needs a shirt that says ‘broccoli makes me 

windy’ {hahaha} Right Esther pig/ so please check out our website www dot estherthewonderpig 

dot co:::m/ where you can also get information on the Esther cruise/ which we are super 

excited about (-) (to Esther:) right Esther pig/ 

(222) Derek: [(XX) cruise 

(223) Steve: but Esther is not attending the cruise of course 

(224) Derek:                                                           no              Esther is not going on the cruise= 

(225) Steve: =[she’ll be staying here 

(226) Derek: Steve and I are going] and we are just starting now to hammer out some of the 

details for when we go to port uhh 

(227) Steve: (to Esther) {good girl} 
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(228) Derek: we are going out of Florida/ in the United Stated and we are going to/ where are 

we going/ 

(229) Steve: we’re going to Aruba Curacol and Grand Turk  

(230) Derek: and 

(231) Steve: so:: we’re going to start looking and doing some research to find out what the 

excursions are like and what we can do um Derek and I are definitely gonna go and do some 

stuff I’d love to go parasailing 

(232) Derek: there’s gonna to be {a cocktail party that’s for sure} 

(233) Steve: {there’s going to be a few cocktail parties} 

(234) Steve: um so yeah we hope you guys will join us take a look at that on our website and of 

course any proceeds it is a fundraiser so the proceeds from that cruise for will go to Happily 

Ever Esther Farm Sanctuary/ ( to Esther) *yes Esther pig ya:::y/ {ha ha ha} so all proceeds from 

the cruise go to Happily Ever Esther Farm Sanctuary umm like Derek said we’re sailing out of 

Florida it’s for a week or eight days um three ports of call and um we’ve got an all Esther 

approved menu is being put together for our group which is awesome 

(235) Derek: XX 

(236) Steve: we got speakers gift bags…they're doing a special Esther drink 

(237) Derek: XX for when people arrive 

(238) Steve:                                          yeah 

(239) Derek: there will be a cocktail [party  

(240) Steve:                                             yeah] 

(241) Derek: I keep mentioning that 

(242) Steve: {hahaha} they’re doing a special Esther drink which is gonna be cool we don’t 

know what it is yet/ hh um but we’re working on it with them 
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(243) Derek: we’ll be playing in the pool that’s for sure (?) Steve really likes to 

swim I’m not much of a swimmer= 

(244) Steve:   =no Derek’s not much of a swimmer but= 

(245) Derek:                =I can’t swim 

(246) Steve: no there’s a good fundraising actually idea maybe for the spring Derek hates scuba 

diving and snorkeling so maybe we could try to raise some money and get him to go snorkeling 

in Grand Turk 

(247) Derek: no I`m a land animal no I’m comfortable right here haha  

(248) Steve: {too funny} too funny 

(249) Steve: it’s going to a super fun week like I said Esther is not coming it is just Derek and I 

um and the Board of Directors of course from the Sanctuary so that’s gonna be really cool it’s 

gonna be a great week um and then yeah/ other than that we’re kinda laying low a little bit it’s 

starting to get cold here so Esther’s of course like Derek said sh sleeping sixteen hours a day 

she doesn’t do a whole lot this time of year 

(250) Derek: more than that 

(251) Steve: sixteen to twenty hours a day hhh she does a lot of this we go for a couple of little 

walks um and things are kinda slow at the Sanctuary too so we’re able to get out err in the 

house and get a little more work done like getting that wall for the painting done gonna finish 

Esther’s bedroom over the winter and probably do a couple of things in the kitchen to get it (.) a 

little bit more Esther friendly:: hhh= 

(252) Derek: =and I’m going to spend a lot more time at my desk 

(253) Steve:{ y-yeah}  

(254) Derek: that’s where I’m needed the {most} 

(255) Steve: yeah exactly yeah 
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(256) Derek: groans and puts hands over his face in frustration? 

(257) Steve: it’s always busy but it’s busier in different places so anyway that’s that we better 

get going guys but thank you for stopping on your Monday afternoon or Monday morning or 

evening I guess wherever you are in the world  

(258) Derek: wherever you are= 

(259) Steve: cos we’re speaking to you from all over the place it’s always awesome to say hello 

(.) and Esther (-) is always so enthusiastic as always aren’t you beautiful (1) yep 

(260) Derek: happy /afternoon everyo:::ne/ 

(261) Steve: right on have a great day guys *say goodbye Esther pig* goodbaa::ye  *see you 

later* (singsong voice) 
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Transcript 3: Daddy Talk 
https://www.facebook.com/estherthewonderpig/videos/1085204291586794/ 

 
4 min 42 secs, 28 September, 2016 

[Esther appearing at the sliding doors, opens the door with her snout] 

(1) Steve: *what are you doing Esther/* 

(2) Esther: grunt grunt grunt [approaches to Steve for an apple snack] 

(3) Steve: {mmhm} *yeah* 

(4) Esther: [chews on the apple] 

(5) Steve: {good gir:l} 

(6) Esther: [leaving the room towards the kitchen] 

(7) Steve: say goodbye miss pig 

(8) Esther: [looks at camera/Steve] - EDs call this a ‘side eye’ 

(9) Steve: what are you doing/ you going to beddies/ you going to beddies/ 

(10) Esther: softly grunts 

(11) Steve: yeah %good girl% 

(12) Steve: hmm/ 

(13) Esther: grunt 
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(14) Steve: yeah go to beddies baby s *tired piggy* 

(15) Esther: [side-eye]= 

(16) Steve:=yeah:: (3) 

(17) Esther: grunt 

(18) Steve: mmm/ you’re tired/ 

(19) Esther: grunt (.) 

(20) Steve: you’re ready for bed/=  

(21) Esther: =[grunt 

(22) Steve: yeah] go to beddies 

(23) Esther: grunt (-) grunt [Esther knocks down chair] 

(24) Steve: hey {hahaha} (-) *who put that there* (1) {laugh} good girl go to bed 

(25) Esther: [threatens to knock down a table by lifting it with her snout] 

(26) Steve: hey (-) *that’s enough* 

(27) Esther: grunt (1) [pushes the table with her snout] 

(28) Steve: {Esther} (2) that’s enough 

(29) Esther: [starts walking into the next room where her daybed is]    grunt= 

(30) Steve: good girl go to beddies (3) [Esther stands and waits] %*come on* daddy will 

make your beddies hey/% look daddy will make your beddies ok/(.) hmm/ %come on% 

(31) Esther: [comes over to her daybed] 

(32) Steve: %the:re% 

(33) Esther: [starts making her bed with her snout] 

(34) Steve: hey ah hey *no* (1) {hm} 

(35) Esther: [continues to make her bed] 

(36) Steve: {good girl} lie down go beddies\ (1) {good girl} 
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(37) Esther: [bites into the mattress]= 

(38) Steve:=\ah ah ah ah ah/ *no::* 

(39) Esther: [bites into the mattress]= 

(40) Steve: wah (1) *no::* (1) good girl lie down 

(41) Esther: squeaky sounds [as she lies down] hhhh 

(42) Steve: {*good girl*} 

(43) Esther: hhhh hhhhh hhhh 

(44) Steve: good girl Esther pig 

(45) Esther: squeaky sounds 

(46) Steve: *say good night/ monkey\* 
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